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Abstract

Continuous evolution has caused increased complexity in the functionality of Cyber-physical System (CPS). As a consequence,
development of CPS typically requires more complex interactions between projects, stakeholders and simulation from various
domains bringing new challenges in the integration of models, data, information and knowledge. This report proposes a model-
based framework for Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) tool-chain development. The framework has two purposes: to
make a MBSE tool-chain supporting CPS modeling and simulation by model-driven and tool-integration techniques; and to
support effective tool-chain development through a systems engineering approach. The framework which covers Social, Process,
Information and Technical aspects aims to integrate various MBSE techniques related to CPS development into united tool-
chains. The techniques include co-simulation by the use of high-level architecture (HLA), Functional Mockup Interface (FMI),
BPM Camunda, Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) and domain specific modeling. The contributions are twofold:
First, this framework addresses the functionalities of MBSE tool-chains from a systems engineering perspective. Secondly, the
developed MBSE tool-chain promises to support CPS modeling and simulation with better interoperability and integrated capability,
- a capability to integrate existing engineering tools and system development platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are integrations of computation with physical processes and networks. Since a number
of great discoveries and technological components have been used in CPS development, CPS complexity is increasing [1].
The complexity includes technical complexity, development complexity, complex operational dynamics and organizational
complexity [2]. One trend to deal with the growing complexity of CPS is to make use of Model-based Systems Engineering
(MBSE). The pervasive use of models allows engineers to abstract system properties from conceptual level to implementing
level across domains. Although MBSE enhances design automation and improves design efficiency, it often falls short due to
lack of information and tool integration. Firstly, because of isolated tools and unrelated modeling theory, the transformation from
one artefact to another is unclear and error-prone [3]. Secondly, current tools are focused on specific domains and developed
for particular purposes with different semantic models. Uncommon information representations in the storage make seamless
exchange between tools difficult [4]. Thirdly, heterogeneous sets of tools and insufficient APIs provided by tools challenge
data sharing between tools and stakeholders [5]. Currently, industrial standards, like FMI [6] and OSLC [7] are proposed to
deal with tool integration.

The raising development complexity results in technical processes and project processes [8] which are no longer flexible,
efficient and agile [9]. This makes it difficult to manage and control a project executed by stakeholders across domains.
Sometimes additional changes to design variables generated by other teams with physical and geographic separation can
cause issues for the project management process. Such changes can result in considerable communication and design task
reconfigurations which are challenging to make consistent for the corresponding stakeholders. Business process modeling
is currently used to handle these project management problems by supporting the enhancement of communication between
stakeholders [10]. In addition, process-aware information systems generated from/referring to Business process modeling could
promote the project performance by using semantic web [11] which also could handle just described problems.

Integrations of design artifacts, such as model, code and data could save time and decrease R&D costs for CPS development
[12]. While integrating design artifacts, traceability is an important means to guarantee project performance [13]. However,
increased project complexity and a lack of information and tool integration make traceability, linking the design process to the
design artifacts difficult. The linking includes

1) traceability between different versions of design artifacts
2) traceability between different design artifacts
3) traceability between design process and (1) and (2)

This linking influences the efficiency of integration and may hinder project implementation. Traditional model-based and data-
based approaches ([14],[15]) are used to deal with the traceability. However, increasing CPS complexity made it challenging
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to provide an efficient means to access data from distributed sources. The method of linked data is a technique proposed to
facilitate traceability and improve the reusability [16]. The traceability links are described by RDF [17] with URIs [18] as a
mechanism for identifying things connected to the internet.

In order to deal with challenges to develop an MBSE tool-chain caused by increasing complexity of CPS, we firstly propose
an initial SPIT framework in Paper A including Social, Process, Information and Technical layers to develop a tool-chain
by considering the factors in each layer. Based on the SPIT framework, we proposed a system engineering approach and a
concept of a domain specific language describing MBSE tool-chains to deal with its increasing complexity in Paper B [19].
We make use of this framework to analyze MBSE tool-chain architectures before development in a systematic way. In Paper
B, we proposed a methodology including a systems engineering approach and an initial version of a tool-integration language
(TIL) to formalize the tool-chain architecture and analyze their functionalities. We extend the methodology proposed in [20]
for describing tool-chains of embedded system and for adapter synthesis; the extensions are geared towards CPS modeling
and simulation. The initial TIL is planned to extend to describe co-simulation, which the original research didn’t include in
his paper [21].

The work organized in five parts. Research questions are demonstrated in Section II. In Section III, delimitations of this
report are briefly described. In Section IV, research method is introduced. In Section V, current contributions are presented.
Discussion and Future work are introduced in Section VI.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The final objectives of this research are to adopt model-based framework for development of MBSE tool-chain supporting
CPS modeling and simulation and propose an MBSE tool-chain promising to support CPS modeling and simulation with
better interoperability and integrated capability. The future work attempts to answer some of the questions with these research
objectives.

Motivation 1: The framework is proposed to develop an MBSE tool-chain to support CPS modeling and simulation.
However, in current industry, traditional document-based approaches are widely used which challenge and block this new
approach application [22].Therefore, the first research question that needs to be answered is:

RQ1: What are the challenges and potential benefits to develop MBSE tool-chains for CPS modeling and simulation?

Motivation 2: The initial investigation and case study ([23], [24],[25], Paper B) shows various approaches for system
modeling and simulation. The case study used state-of-the-art MBSE tool-chains including domain specific modeling, simulation
and tools. All of these are used for specific purposes, stakeholders and systems. This challenges MBSE tool-chain developers
focusing on the primary functionalities and find the best practices tool-chains for their users. Therefore, the follow up research
question in our framework is:

RQ2: How can the development of MBSE tool-chains support CPS modeling and simulation be concentrated on their
functionalities in a systematic way?

In order to concentrate on the functionalities during MBSE tool-chain development, dependencies between stakeholders and
artifacts of MBSE tool-chains could be possible to find out the functionalities of MBSE tool-chain development. We rephrase
an auxiliary hypothesis as AUX-HYP: Systems engineering approaches could be used to describe the dependencies between
stakeholders and tool-chain artifacts by using IEEE 1471. With the auxiliary hypothesis, the hypothesis could be phrased as

HYP: The development of MBSE tool-chains could be formalized and described by the use of systems engineering approaches
and model-based approaches.

Motivation 3: Co-simulation is proposed as one solution of CPS modeling and simulation to overcome increasing system
complexity and challenges brought by multi-disciplinary collaborative and concurrent design [23]. In the [26], we proposed
engineering case studies of co-simulation used in aerospace industry. However, these tool-based case studies are used to support
specific purposes which challenges design automation, tool integration, process management and model & data management.
This leads to a new challenge of developing an integrated co-simulation tool-chain and brings another question in our framework
as:

RQ3: How can the CPS co-simulation be supported by using an MBSE tool-chain in order to deal with the challenges:
design automation, tool-integration, process management and model& data management?

Motivation 4: Though MBSE has been proposed by different industries and domains to deal with increasing product
complexities, when industry implement practices on its enterprise transitioning, problems and obstacles hinder MBSE usages.
Therefore, it brings the final question as:

RQ4: How can the functional dynamics of MBSE be analyzed in order to support its enterprise transitioning?
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To be able to phrase this research question more sharply, the hypothesis of MBSE enterprise transitioning is applied as an
auxiliary hypothesis which can be phrased as AUX-HYP: MBSE enterprise transitioning is a technical evolution which could
be analogousness to biology evolution [27]. With the auxiliary hypothesis, the hypothesis of this work on MBSE enterprise
transitioning can be phrased as

HYP: The transitioning of MBSE could be analyzed by the analogy to biology evolution.

III. SCOPE AND DELIMITATION

A number of explicit delimitation are made for this work. Based on historical perspectives and investigations into MBSE
and MBSE tool-chain, there is a clear need for research in MBSE tool-chain development supporting CPS modeling and
simulation. Furthermore, project-driven, traceability, tool-integration are important factors of MBSE tool-chains which need to
be promoted. The work in this report focuses both on the MBSE tool-chain development and MBSE tool-chains supporting
CPS modeling and simulation. It’s hoped that such efforts would make it more easy for MBSE tool-chain developers to perform
their work, so that they could make decision more efficiently and effectively. However, a number of explicit delimitation are
made for this work.

• Current tool-chain could only support co-simulation and CPS modeling and simulation by using commercial tools and
supporting HLA and FMI.

• The framework supporting tool-chain development concentrates on qualitative functionality analysis of tool-chain.
• The accuracy of co-simulation is not our concerns currently.
• Commercial tools for co-simulation and tool-integration could approach the deeper level of CPS development, e.g.

Modelcenter [28], which could reduce the challenges to construct a tool-chain. Though they could make the tool-chain
seamless in their own environment for specific purposes, the increasing complexity of CPS is also challenging the large-
scale tool integration during the whole life cycle.

• The research results are internally validated based on case studies provided by industrial partners in aero-engine modeling,
Prognostics and Health Management System for aero-engine, auto-breaking system in intelligent traffic system. Large-
scale, external validation by industry is part of future work.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

In this paper, one of the main research targets is to develop a MBSE tool-chain supporting CPS modeling and simulation. In
order to help system developers in their efforts to develop a new MBSE tool-chain with better interoperability and integrated
capability, a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentations are used to construct a framework supporting
tool-chain development [29]. The research aimed to contribute a better understanding of functionalities of MBSE tool-chains
and construct an MBSE tool-chain prototype by using co-simulation to achieve the second goal of our proposed research. We
use four main study methodologies:

• Literature reviews methodology Literature reviews are used to understand the MBSE tool-chain applications in the
aerospace industries. We survey 28 journals and 26 conference of Aircraft Industries Association of America (AIAA) by
using google scholar and analyze the data.

• Case study and Problem Solving Methodology Aero-engine systems, Prognostic Health Management System, circuits and
autobreaking system are main test cases to understand MBSE tool-chains supporting co-simulation and its functionalities.
We include internal validity and external validity [30].

– Internal validity refers to the identification of the causal relationships between problems of industrial cases and
their solutions. We identify several problems from the industrial case studies and proposed our approaches to deal
with it. At the same time, it’s also a case study to validate our approaches. Aero-engine systems, Prognostic Health
Management System, circuits and autobreaking system are selected as case studies for internal validity separately.
∗ Using case analysis and dealing with the problems from these internal case studies.
∗ Obtain the reviews from industries and academia.
∗ Learn experience by doing.

– External validity Multiple case studies from different domains could contribute the validity to check the replication
of research findings.

• Questionnaire Computerized questionnaire online is designed to survey the MBSE industrial applicability. The scope of
respondent are CCOSE group (An INCOSE group in China, 250 people), ModelicaChina group (A modelica group in
China, 110 people) and an integrated simulation group (1000 people). The questionnaire include three main parts:

– Basic information of the respondents.
– Current industrial applicability of MBSE tool-chain supporting CPS modeling and simulation.
– The future trend of MBSE applicability

• Systems Thinking In this paper, we adopt a system thinking approach to understand MBSE tool-chain development [31].
Literature reviews, questionnaires, functional analysis and case studies could be used to analyze the MBSE tool-chains
and design a framework for future MBSE tool-chain development.
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Fig. 1. A Model-based Framework Supports Tool-chain Development (It shows the tool-chain development process described by SPEM [32])

V. CURRENT CONTRIBUTIONS

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, Paper B investigates the MBSE and tool-chain usage in aerospace industries. And it proposed an
initial concept of SPIT framework to support MBSE tool-chain development. Firstly, this approach addresses the functionalities
of MBSE tool-chains for future aero-systems from a systems engineering perspective. Secondly, based on IEEE 1471 [33],
an initial conception of domain specific model is proposed which could replace documents capturing requirements for MBSE
tool-chain development. With this domain specific model, a more user-friendly and powerful approach with multiple analysis
functions would be provided in order to evaluate the functionalities of MBSE tool-chains in the future.

To answer RQ3, the initial concept of SPIT framework to support CPS co-simulation is proposed in Paper A. Then more
complex MBSE tool-chains are proposed in Technical Report D and Paper C to formalize the extended version, SPIRIT
framework. In these three papers, three version of MBSE tool-chain supporting co-simulation have been proposed. Autobreaking
systems in intelligent traffic system and aero-engines are two case studies to validate these MBSE tool-chains. The last version
of MBSE tool-chain make use of OSLC, BPM Camunda, co-simulation by using CERTI RTI [34] and JFMI [35] in order to
deal with the challenges of design automation, tool-integration, process management and model& data management.

As Fig.1 represents, we used IEEE 1471 to describe architectures of MBSE tool-chain development. Stakeholders (developers,
users, maintainers and acquirers) have concerns (shown by A in Fig.1) about MBSE tool-chain development. Viewpoints used
to cover the concerns are formalized as five types:

1) Viewpoints in social layers (shown by B in Fig.1) are factors of an organization which the MBSE tool-chain is imple-
mented. It includes organization structures, culture and social networks. For example, an MBSE tool-chain supporting
a transnational corporation should be equipped with the capability to satisfy the demand of long distance concurrent
design and international collaboration.

2) Viewpoints in process layer (shown by C in Fig.1) regards CPS design process management and control including agree-
ment process, enterprise process, project process, technical process and special process. For example, in an integration
phase, integrated simulation [36] cannot be used for aero-engine simulation, because of missing integrated techniques in
some company.

3) Viewpoints of system aspects in information layer (shown by D in Fig.1) address the concerns of system aspects. For
example, if Modelica could be used for analyzing the performance of aero-engine.

4) Viewpoints of IT aspects in information layer (shown by E in Fig.1) address the concerns of IT aspects (e.g., IT
systems, product platforms). For example, in an integration phase, if we use Modelica to analyze the performances of
the whole aero-engine, we need a technique to integrate and manage the Modelica models from different stakeholders.

5) Viewpoints of technical resources in technical layer (shown by F in Fig.1) address the concerns of technical resources,
for example, Modelica could be proposed for integrated simulation.
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The development conformance among views derived from viewpoints for each artifact in the tool-chain has to be ensured.
Through the specification support, an initial SPEM model (shown by G in Fig.1) [32] is generated to describe the techniques and
dataflow of the MBSE tool-chains. A model checker algorithm (shown by G.1 in Fig.1) would be designed in order to confirm
the functional views of MBSE tool-chain, a process to confirm if the MBSE tool-chain could satisfy all the stakeholders
concerns. Finally, in the requirement analysis for MBSE tool-chain, the SPEM model (shown by H in Fig.1) representing
workflow and dataflow of MBSE tool-chain is generated. Then by using the specification of extended TIL, an initial TIL
(shown by H in Fig.1) describing tool-chain architecture is generated. Each tool and interaction between tools could be
checked by environment constraints provided by the organizations in the initial TIL model by using the tool-chain environment
constraint checker (shown by H.1 in Fig.1). Finally, after manual refinement, TIL (shown by I in Fig.1) representing MBSE
tool-chain is refined.

Fig. 2. Vision of Tool-chains (Mapping between vision and detailed information are shown in Table.II)

In addition, we extended SPIT framework to SPIRIT framework, - change Information layer to Information and seRvice
Infrastructure layer -, to integrate relative techniques to develop a MBSE environment in the future. The SPIRIT aims to be
used for developing tool-chains by the use of service-oriented web technology to integrate domain-specific modeling with
process management, co-simulation, model and data. This could make the MBSE tool-chain with better interoperability and
integrated capability, - a capability to integrate existing engineering tools and system development platform.

Supported by these two versions of framework, in Fig.2, three versions of MBSE tool-chain are developed to support CPS
modeling and simulation. The mapping between vision and detailed information are shown in Table.II, APPENDIX C. In Paper
A, we proposed an initial version of SPIT framework to support a co-simulation between Simulink, Modelica and Carmaker
for autobreaking system. We implemented meta-models to build domain specific models describing the co-simulation process
in MetaEdit+ [37]. Modelica models are transformed to FMUs [38]. Simulink is a master to control FMUs and Carmaker
to execute co-simulation. In Technical report D, we extend our MBSE tool-chain by using BPM Camunda, OSLC adapters
to support aero-engine simulation automation. At the same time, we extend the SPIT framework to SPIRIT framework in
order to support this tool-chain development. A case study of GE90 [39] modeling and simulation process in Simulink is
described and validates functionalities of this new version of tool-chain. In Paper C, we proposed the third version of MBSE
tool-chain to support CPS modeling and simulation based on the SPIRIT framework. It includes three main features: Firstly,
we make use of CERTI/RTI [40] and JFMI [41] to implement co-simulation between different FMUs generated by different
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tools. Secondly, BPM Camunda and OSLC adapter support co-simulation and tool integration implemented by a web-based
process management system. Third, design information of CPS modeling and simulation is formalized by a domain specific
models in MetaEdit+.

As Fig.2 represents, an initial version of TIL is used to describe the three versions of MBSE tool-chains. In Table.I, language
concepts and their meanings are introduced.

TABLE I
MAPPING OF IDENTIFIED DOMAIN CONCEPTS TO ARCHITECTUAL CONCEPTS AND LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

Language Concept Architectural Type Semantics domains
Tool − chain Architecture Description of tool-chain architecture

Tool Component Formalism of tools including e.g., DSM tools and simulation tools
Data Component Representation of data and model
API Component Representation of APIs in Tools

Webservices Component Representation of web services
DataChannel Connector Transform or transfer data between tools

ControlChannel Connector Notification, stakeholders’ operations and invocations of tool operation
TraceChannel Connector Trace links between the data of two tools

Co − simulation
Channel

Connector Real time data flow between data formalism for co-simulation in tools

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this report, we have highlighted the functionalities of MBSE tool-chains during development, especially for supporting CPS
modeling and simulation. Several industrial case studies are provided in order to validate the model-based framework to support
MBSE tool-chain development and the functionalities of proposed tool-chains supporting CPS modeling and simulation. A
designed questionnaire of MBSE applicability in Chinese industries and literature reviews of AAIA papers are used to confirm
the challenges for MBSE tool-chain development.

In order to validate the model-based framework to support MBSE tool-chain development, case studies of previous projects
about co-simulation in my master thesis [26] and current developed MBSE tool-chains would be used to formalize architectures
by using IEEE 1471 and define usage scenarios of TIL.

We plan to use case studies of aero-engines, autobreaking system, prognostic health management system as internal validaty
of functionalities of proposed tool-chains supporting CPS modeling and simulation. The proposed tool-chains would be used
to deal with the challenges proposed in each case in order to validate the tool-chains in different domains and purposes.

However, the industrial case studies would only be provided by some industrial partners and existing case studies. Large-scale,
external validation by industry is part of future work. In the future, three aspects would be extended:

A. Towards a Model-based Framework Supporting MBSE Tool-chain Development
Fig.1 represents a model-based framework supporting MBSE tool-chain developments. We adopt IEEE 1471 [33] to formalize

functional requirements of MBSE tool-chains. The future work of developing the framework to support MBSE tool-chain
development includes:

• Extend Tool-integration Language (TIL) and TIL specification to support co-simulation tool-chain [21].
• Design DSMtool−chain to describe viewpoints and views from stakeholders based on SPIT framework.
• Based on initial TIL model and DSMtool−chain, design a model-checking algorithm to check whether the concept model

of MBSE tool-chain could meet the environment constraints and viewpoints from stakeholders shown in Fig.1. The
algorithm has two main purpose:

– formalize the views for MBSE tool-chain development and synthesize SPEM model for MBSE tool-chain.
– formalize the environment constraints for MBSE tool-chain development and synthesize TIL model for MBSE tool-

chain.
• Evaluate extended TIL and specification by using case studies of co-simulation tool-chains.

B. Towards an MBSE Tool-chain Supporting CPS Co-simulation

• Design a complete DSL which could formalize all the design activities in the whole co-simulation process.
• Extend the semantics of ontology to represent all the design information generated from DSL.
• Design a complete service orchestration which could support service management for the whole co-simulation process.
• Construct a more accurate [42] co-simulation platform in order to make co-simulation execution more robust.
• What’s more, another key task for further work is the larger scale evaluation and validation of our proposed approach.

Aero-engine control system, prognostic health management system and autobreaking system in intelligent traffic system
would be used to evaluate MBSE tool-chain.
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C. Functional Dynamics Analysis of MBSE Enterprise Transitioning

• Analyze functional dynamics of MBSE enterprise transitioning by using analog to biology evolution.
• Design DSMMBSEt to describe MBSE enterprise transitioning.
• Adopt Bayesian and Markov chain to model and analyze the functional dynamics of MBSE enterprise transitioning by

using DSMMBSEt and quantitative approaches along with the growth of stakeholder’s working experience.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDED PAPERS

A. Paper A

Lu J, Chen D, Törngren M, et al. A Model-driven and Tool-integration Framework for Whole Vehicle Co-simulation
Environments[C]//8th European Congress on Embedded Real Time Software and Systems (ERTS 2016). 2016.

This paper presents the demonstrateor of the SARMIT project, which was led by Dejiu Chen. Jinzhi Lu is the main developers
of the demonstrator. Jinzhi Lu wrote the paper. D. Chen, and M. Törngren and Frederic Loiret provided useful feedbacks.

Abstract: Throughout the design of automotive vehicle systems, modeling and simulation technologies have been widely
used for supporting their conceptualization and evaluation. Due to the increasing complexity of such systems, the overall
quality management and design process optimization are becoming more important. This in particular brings the necessity of
integrating various domain-specific physical models that are traditionally based on different formalisms and isolated tools. In this
paper, we present the initial concepts towards a model-driven tool integration framework with automated managed simulation
services in the system development. We exploit EAST-ADL and some other existing state-of-the-art modeling technologies
as the reference frameworks for a formal system description, with the content including requirements, design solutions, extra
functional constraints, and verification and validation cases. Given such a formal specification, dedicated co-simulation services
will be developed to provide the support for automated configuration and execution of simulation tools.

B. Paper B

Jinzhi Lu, De-Jiu Chen, Didem Gürdür, Martin Törngren .An Investigation of Functionalities of Future Tool-chain for
Aerospace Industry[C]//27th Annual INCOSE International Symposium (IS 2017).2017.

Jinzhi Lu proposed ideas and wrote the papers. M. Törngren provided an important feedback to reshape the ideas in this
paper. D. Chen and Didem Gürdür provided some useful feedbacks.

Abstract: Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is advocated as one important means to deal with increasing product
complexity. In this paper, we investigate the increasing interest and use of MBSE in the aerospace domain. The growth of
MBSE tools causes new challenges in the corresponding tool-chain development including data and information management,
tools applicability identification, tool-integration, etc. In this paper, a literature survey into trends and usages of large-scale
MBSE tool-chains is presented. It is found that the key functionalities include functional roles, elements, abstraction levels
and tool integration techniques. Additionally, we propose a methodology to provide guidance in optimizing future MBSE
tool-chain functionalities for the aero-industry. In closing, we present a case study in order to illustrate the decision making
process required to develop expected tool-chains by the proposed methodology.

C. Paper C

Jinzhi Lu, Martin Törngren, Fanli Zhou, Dejiu Chen. Towards An MBSE Tool-chain Supporting Automated Co-simulation
of Cyber-physical System[C]//ACM/IEEE 20th International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems
(MODELS 2017).2017. (Under review)

Jinzhi Lu proposed ideas, developed the prototype and wrote the papers. Dr. Zhou Fanli provided a licence for MWorks
and provide a case study of FMUs. D. Chen and M. Törngren provided feedbacks.

Abstract: This paper proposes a development approach for MBSE tool-chains which at the core support co-simulation of
advanced Cyber-Physical Systems. The approach places emphasis on process automation (orchestration), domain specific views
and the use of open standards. As part of the approach, CPS developers use domain-specific modeling to describe workflows
and design information of design activities. These domain specific models are the basis for automatic creation of web-based
services for process management embedded with service-oriented resources supporting design activities. These services can
be used for orchestration of co-simulation integrated with tool operation, model configuration and simulation configuration
automatically. We adopt open standards such as the high-level architecture (HLA), the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) and
OSLC to promote interoperability and reusability. The approach is illustrated through a case study.
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D. Technical Report D

Jinzhi Lu, Jiqiang Wang, Dejiu Chen, Martin Törngren. A Model-driven and Tool-integrated Tool-chain for Aero-engine
Simulation Automation. (Prepare to submit to IEEE Systems Journal)

Jinzhi Lu proposed ideas, developed the prototype and wrote the papers. Dr. Wang jiqiang provided a Simulink model of
GE90 which is used in the paper. D. Chen and M. Törngren provided feedbacks.

Abstract: Continuous evolution has caused increased complexity in the functionality of aero-engine. As a consequence,
development of aero-engine typically requires more complex interactions between project, stakeholders and simulation from
various domains bringing new challenges in the integration of models, data, information and knowledge. This paper proposes
a Model-based System Engineering (MBSE) tool-chain emphasis on process automation, domain specific views, simulation
and the use of tool integration. As part of the approach, aero-engine developers use domain-specific modeling to describe
workflows and design information of design activities. These domain-specific models are the basis for automatic creation of
web-based services for process management embedded with service-oriented resources supporting simulation. These services
could be used for orchestration of simulation integrated with tool operation, model configuration and simulation configuration
automatically. We adopt a specification of Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) to promote tool interoperability
and model reusability. The tool-chain is applied to a real case study from aeronautics domain: an aero-engine.

APPENDIX B
OTHER PAPERS

(1) Lu J, Chen D J, Wang J, et al. An Investigation of Model-Based Design Framework for Aero-Engine Control Sys-
tems[C]//Proceedings of the 2015 Chinese Intelligent Systems Conference. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2016: 625-638.

(2) Zhang D, Lu J, Wang L, et al. Research of model-based aeroengine control system design structure and workflow[J].
Procedia Engineering, 2015, 99: 788-794.

(3) Lu J, Ding J, Zhou F, et al. Research of tool-coupling based electro-hydraulic system development method[C]//Proceedings
of the 6th International Asia Conference on Industrial Engineering and Management Innovation. Atlantis Press, 2016:
213-224.

APPENDIX C
MAPPING BETWEEN SUMMARY AND DETAILS IN PAPERS
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TABLE II
MAPPING BETWEEN SUMMARY AND PAPERS

Tool-chain prototype
in summary Connector Type Referred Details Details in Papers

A.C.1 Control channel In Fig.7 of Paper A MetaEdit+ controls Matlab/Simulink to create co-simulation model and
execute simulation by use of executing M-script

A.C.2 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper A Matlab/Simulink controls Carmaker to execute Co-simulation
A.C.3 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper A Matlab/Simulink controls FMUs to execute Co-simulation

A.D.0 Data channel In Fig.7 of Paper A Structure models in MetaEdit+ transforms co-simulation model by use
of executing M-script

A.CS.1 Co-simulation channel In Fig.3 of Paper A Data flow between Simulink model and FMUs during co-simulation.
A.CS.2 Co-simulation channel In Fig.3 of Paper A Data flow between Simulink model and Carmaker during co-simulation.

TD.D.0 Data channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D MetaEdit+ transforms domain specific model to ontology in XML
by use of code generation.

TD.D.1 Data channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Service orchestration loads ontology in XML.
TD.D.2 Data channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D BPM/Camunda loads process pattern of ontology in XML.
TD.D.3 Data channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Ontology OSLC/adapter loads information pattern of ontology in XML.
TD.D.4 Data channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D BPM Camunda transforms BPMN to process management web.

TD.C.1 Control channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Service orchestration managers and invokes services generated
by BPM Camunda.

TD.C.2 Control channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Service orchestration managers and invokes services generated by
ontology OSLC adapter.

TD.C.3 Control channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Web based platform controls Simulink used by Stakeholders.
TD.C.4 Control channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Services of Simulink operations invoke Simulink APIs.

TD.T.1 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Web based platform could be traced with services used
in the design process.

TD.T.2 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Services of design information generated by ontology OSLC adapter are
traced with services of Simulink resources.

TD.T.3 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Services of Simulink models are traced with Simulink models.
TD.T.4 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Technical report D Services of Simulink data are traced with Simulink data

C.D.0 Data channel In Fig.3 of Paper C MetaEdit+ transforms domain specific model to ontology in XML
by use of code generation.

C.D.1 Data channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Service orchestration loads ontology in XML.
C.D.2 Data channel In Fig.3 of Paper C BPM/Camunda loads process pattern of ontology in XML.
C.D.3 Data channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Ontology OSLC/adapter loads information pattern of ontology in XML.
C.D.4 Data channel In Fig.3 of Paper C BPM Camunda transforms BPMN to process management web.

C.C.1 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Service orchestration managers and invokes services generated
by BPM Camunda.

C.C.2 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Service orchestration managers and invokes services
generated by ontology OSLC adapter.

C.C.3 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Web based platform controls Simulink used by Stakeholders.
C.C.4 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of Simulink operations invoke Simulink APIs.
C.C.5 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Web based platform controls HLA RTI and Jfmi by used by stakeholders.
C.C.6 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of Simulink operations invoke MWorks APIs.
C.C.7 Control channel In Fig.3 of Paper C HLA RTI and Jfmi controls FMUs to execute co-simulation.

C.T.1 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Web based platform is traced with services used
in the design process which are generated by ontology.

C.T.2 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of HLA RTI are traced with services used
in the design process which are generated by ontology.

C.T.3 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of FMUs are traced with services used
in the design process which are generated by ontology.

C.T.4 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of MWorks tool operations are traced with services used
in the design process which are generated by ontology.

C.T.5 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of Modelica models are traced with services generated
by MWorks adapter

C.T.6 Trace channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Services of FMUs are traced with FMUs
C.CS.1 Co-simulation channel In Fig.3 of Paper C Data flow between FMUs, while executing co-simulations


